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Aquavit
Aquavit, genever, gin, and whiskey (or whisky as the Canadians and Scots spell it), as well as

The name of this strong Scandinavian spirit is derived from the Latin t|ii,i vitae (water of l

It is distilled with water and a variety of flavorings, such as caraway (the most traditional)

Serve aquavit very cold in a short glass, similar to a shot glass; this is how its full, round
Genever
Genever is the Dutch national drink, and what is considered to be first gin. The word genever

Gin
Clear spirit is one of the drinks without which a bar would be lost. The alcohol is based on b

Gins, produced in England, Holland, and the United States, have different taste qualities. The

Klarer This colorless, weak, and often flavorless spirit is made from potatoes, corn, and mill

Korn schnapps
When a German orders a "schnapps," the chances are that it is this clear, grain-based spirit t

If the designation Alt or Alter is on the label, the product has been matured for at least six

Vodka
In Russian, the meaning of the word vodka is "little stream." Vodka is a colorless, clear, smo
Widely available flavors include lemon, lime, pepper, and other fruits. In the United States,
Whiskey
"Whiskey" may be the generic term for the most widely drunk liquor in the world, but you will

Each country produces different product, and within each country there is great diversity. Eve
You will also see on the label the scotch is blended or a single malt. Blended scotch, as the

One other characteristic of some scotch, especially some single malts is a smoky aroma. This o
(The Irish use the term -vatting not "blending.") After distillation, clear water is added to

Bourbon
Good bourbon is aged for four to six years, but some is left much longer in the cask. Like sco

Rye whiskey, also popular with Americans and often simply referred to as rye, is distilled fro

Tennessee whiskey, which must be produced in the state to be labeled as such, is filtered thro

American blended whiskey is a mixture of bourbon, rye whiskey, and corn whiskeys. Canadian whi
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